Summary / highlights from the TSC Meeting 12/2/20

- TSC meetings are cancelled for the remainder of the year. See you in 2021!
  - Except for Core WG tomorrow, no other EdgeX meetings are scheduled for 2020.
- There are new sub-project boards for Secret provider for all and Device Service send events via message bus implementation as these are significant chunks of cross cutting work to be tracked for Ireland.
- MongoDB code has been removed.
- Remote logging service has been removed.
- The Postman blackbox are no longer being followed and the jobs will be removed from the CI/CD pipelines shortly.
- We are up to 58 repositories in Holding. May need to look at some cleanup in the new year.
- Building Snaps natively in Ubuntu is done.
- Dockerfile clean up almost done (Alpine consistency, etc.) and should be done in early 2021.
- GitHub Discussions may be a replacement for Slack. TSC members are encouraged to take a look.
  - Mattermost discussions with LF are still ongoing.
  - GitHub discussions would be per repository.
- EdgeX Ready program is working hard to roll out early in 2021.
  - Resolving terms and conditions and wording on the Wiki
  - Working on the profile tool rollout with IOTech.
  - Logo in refinement stages.
  - The profile tool to be demo’ed at the next TSC in 2021.
- The next Adopter Series event will be Jan 19th – by IOTech
- Hanoi release press release when out and website updated. Please promote and retweet!
- ZMQ issue (data loss) may have a solution that Tony E has found (an update of ZMQ) – to be discussed in Core WG tomorrow.
  - May consider a maintenance release due to this fix.
- CLI is now available as a new snap in the snap store.
- ADR’s that have been approved:
  - OCI Container #140
  - DS sends Events via Msg Bus #276
  - Secret Provider for all #281
- ADR’s currently under review:
  - DS Filters / #282
  - Update release ADR (tagging/CLI) #301
- We will be starting a new project – an integration reference impl project - under Vertical Solutions in 2021. This will be a joint effort with SDO, Open Horizons and possibly Akraino. Intel will lead this effort.
- 2021 Budget has been approved.
- WG leads are reminded to provide Jim with potential inclusive language wording identified by Jan 15th.
• Jim is working to start a China/PRC TSC meeting. Seeking TSC members to volunteer to come to a once a month meeting (on a rotation basis). Also looking for translator assistance as the meeting would be in Chinese.
• Aaron (LF dev advocate) announced FOSDEM 2021 with its call for papers